Bible Commentary sources recommended by Bishop Fitzpatrick

*These are all multi-volume series on New Testament.*

Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible
author: David Lyle Jeffrey
“Really good for laity...multiple perspectives and voices”


author: Henry Wansbrough

Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Preaching and Teaching  (John Knox Press)
author: Fred Craddock

Sacra Pagina  (The Liturgical Press)
author: Luke Timothy Johnson
“One of my favorites...really, really good...Roman Catholic perspective”

Belief: A Theological Commentary on the Bible  (Westminster John Knox Press)
author: Justo L. Gonzalez
“Very good...can find online...very accessible...easy to read”

Daily Bible Commentary: A Guide for Reflection and Prayer
*out of print possibly available as used book*  (Hendrickson Publishers)
author: Henry Wansbrough

Bible study resources:

New Testament For Everyone: Bible Study Guides  author: N.T. Wright

IVP Connect  [search: IVP Connect Bible studies]
“A really good group Bible study resource”

Cokesbury Bible study videos  [cokesbury.com]

Sojourners magazine has section that does commentary  [sojo.net]

Common English Bible — recommend this translation of Bible, along with others